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EAST REACTOR FUEL REPROCESSING EEVELCPMEOT

IN THE UNITED STATES — AN OVERVIEW

W. S. Groenier
W. D. Burch

SYNCPSIS

The civilian use of nuclear energy continues to be a matter of

great concern for the public and for both domestic and international

governing bodies. Involved are issues ranging frcm a serious national

need for expandable energy sources to the nonproliferation of weapons-

usable material, the management of radioactive wastes, and the protection

of hunan and environmental resources. A combination of such concerns

has resulted in a steadily decreasing projected deployment of nuclear

power both in the Ihited States and abroad. In the last six years in

the United States, the projected deployment has decreased by a factor of

three.

Notwithstanding the concerns over nuclear power, serious constraints

on the use of oil and gas for electrical power generation, coupled with

the environmental problems of coal-fired power plants, render the nuclear

alternative for electrical generation attractive. As a result of the

reduced nuclear power demand and the growing concerns over the potential

proliferation of sensitive nuclear materials, there has not been a

necessity to make immediate decisions regarding near-teim reprocessing

and breeder reactor comnercialization from either an economic or a

resource perspective.

Research sponsored by the Nuclear Power Division, U.S. Department
of Energy under contract W-7405-eng-26 with the Union Carbide Corporation.



Programs which foxmed the basic thrust of nuclear development in

the early 1970's have, to some extent, already been adjusted in view

of present realities. To date, this adjustment process has taken the

form of:

1. Increased emphasis on problems of radioactive waste management,

especially provisions for away-from-reactor storage and developnent

of technological options for the ultimate disposal of radioactive

wastes.

2. Increased attention to nonproliferation objectives and subsequent

reorientation of the overall fuel cycle and breeder programs.

3. Increased emphasis on a once-through light-water reactor technology.

4. Increased concern for a more detailed knowledge of the uranium

resource base.

5. Reorientation of the uranium enrichment programs to provide a pace

and scope that is compatible with the anticipated demand for

enrichment services.

6. Exploration of alternative fuel cycles (such as thoriun) to minimize

the use of plutoniun.

Nevertheless, major strategic decisions still loom over breeder

commercialization, the breeder's requisite demand for reprocessing, and

the future role of more proliferation-resistant nuclear technologies.

These decisions require long lead-times for deployment and must be

planned decades in advance.

In consequence, one of the major objectives of the Department of

Energy is to assure that the transition continues in an intelligent and

orderly manner, preserving options for the necessary decisions of the



future. The principal focus of this paper is to present an overview

of the current program in the United States. This program is organized

to provide the necessary technology for the reprocessing of breeder fuels

on a timetable that is consistent with the reactor development and

demonstration program. Also addressed are the present day concerns of

environmental protection, safety, nuclear material safeguards, and

proliferation resistance. It is structured on the well-known Purex

processing method but includes new efforts aimed at advanced and

alternative fuels. At the present time, the program consists mainly of

a generic effort that is planned to progress through an integrated

equipment engineering demonstration to an eventual pilot-plant opera ion.

Each of these facilities is viewed as a test bed for advanced and

alternative processing steps to address tha many significant technical

and political issues.

1. ^TRODUCTION

The United States policy with regard to nuclear fuel reprocessing

can be. described as being in a state of evolution. Policy decisions are

necessarily influenced by a very large and complicated set of data, many

of vMch are not yet well known. Included in this list are:

1. Realistic projections of the electrical energy demand to include

the effects of a conservation effort.

2. The ability to expand coal utilization, coupled with transportation

_ and environmental considerations.

3. Reliable data on uranium resource availability.

4. The success of a technical deployment of nuclear waste storage

measures.



5. Practical solutions to nuclear material safeguards and proliferation

concerns.

6. Demonstrated environmental and safety protection measures.

Although we do not currently reprocess comnercial nuclear fuels or

contemplate doing so in the near future, it is recognized that the option

must be kept open for later decisions. This is especially true for

future deployment of breeder reactors and for the possible interim use of

light-water reactor (DVR) generated plutoniun for the startup of a

breeder-based system. To keep the option open, a program exists to

continue the development of a sound technical data base and to address the

important technical issues that grow out of political concerns.

2. BASIC PROGRAM STRATEGY

2.1 Program Summary

The United States program for the development of reprocessing

technology for fast reactor fuels utilizes much of the base technology

derived frcm the aqueous reprocessing of plutonium-production and

commercial OUR fuels. The program may be viewed as consisting of a

generic effort that emphasizes equipment and systems development for

those portions of the reprocessing flowsheet that are not specific to a

particular fuel type. Also included, however is a systematic effort to

study and develop technology for various advanced and alternative fuels

that may offer greater proliferation resistance or higher energy efficiency.

The core program, of course, has for many years been concerned with mixed

U-Pu oxide fuels clad in stainless steel.



The program is organized into four functional areas as shown in

Fig. 1: (1) laboratory and hot-cell activities, (2) small engineering

scale equipment and process development (engineering research),

(3) engineering systems development, and (4) a technical support effort

to supply instrumentation, nuclear and safety studies, and safeguards.

The general strategy is to proceed through the various developmental

phases of the program and then incorporate many of the reprocessing steps

in an integrated cold system for component testing and remote handling

demonstrations. The program is planned to culminate in a hot pilot-plant

demonstration phase, if breeder reactor development is continued, using

spent breeder fuels that are available at that time. Of course,

developmental aspects will continue, particularly with regard to alternate

and advanced fuels, and this technology will be included in the cold

and hot demonstrations, as appropriate. These demonstration systems

are viewed as being flexible test beds for a variety of processes ani

equipment types.-

2.2 Justification

The evolving United States policy is to view nuclear power as but

one input to the national energy system, but a very necessary input,

since this power source is relatively immune to perturbations in fuel

supply and fuel costs. Nuclear power provides a stabilizing influence

on the entire energy system.

; • ;'... Although the current generation of Ifflts can operate without fuel

reprocessing and recycle, their lifetime is ultimately limited by the

-availability of uranium. Eventually, the use of nuclear power will depend

.-I,
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Fig. 1. Functional program organization and strategy.
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on breeder reactors with seme potential for a generation of advanced

converters used prior to, or concurrently with, the breeders. At

present the national position is to emphasize the development of

reprocessing techniques for breeder fuels and to include LWR fuel

reprocessing only as a means for supplying near-term plutonium needs

for the startup of a breeder-based system. The need to establish a

synergistic fuel material balance in a secured-center scenario is also

to be addressed within the program.

Tow additional considerations are of importance in justifying the

program. Che has to do with ensuring that reprocessing technology be

developed at a pace that is consistent with the reactor program so as to

minimize expense and logistics problems created by an undue backlog of

spent fuel. The second concerns the need to develop and demonstrate

processes for the various proposed fuel types so as to provide input to

a number of ongoing studies of fuel cycle economics, safety, safeguards,

proliferation resistance, and environmental effects.

2.3 Similarities and Differences

It is well recognized that although much of the existing LVJR

reprocessing technology is applicable to breeder fuels, we must address

a large number of new issues. As seen in Fig. 2, the higher burnup of

breeder fuels (leading to a higher plutoniun content, fission product

content, and heat generation rate) greatly complicates the reprocessing

plant design,.. Different fuel geometries and the possible use of thorium

fuels are added influences. Safety and environmental considerations

point to the need for fully remote operation, remote maintenance, extensive
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Fig. 2 . Similari t ies and differences.
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treatment of plant off-gases, and equipment design such that

decontamination and disposal can be effected. To ensure that fissile

material is not diverted from the process, safeguards-quality

instrumentation and procedures must be developed, not only for the process

but for the entire facility in terns of physical security systems.

2.4 Generic Program

Fuel disassembly and shearing, voloxidation, dissolution, feed

preparation, solvent extraction, off-gas processing, and other process

steps are in various stages of development or testing. Conceptual

design activities for the hot pilot plant are in progress in each of

these areas. Work to develop remotely operated and maintained units of

modular design also concerns these generic steps. The reference

flowsheet in the generic program features a mixed U-Pu oxide core fuel

and a ZJCL blanket fuel clad in stainless steel and cooled with sodium

in the reactor and during shipment to the reprocessing facility. The

flowsheet, shown in Fig. 3, attempts to address the main differences

applicable to breeder fuels and features a more or less normal Purex

solvent extraction separation of the fuel constituents. It inelrdes

the extensive treatment of off-gases, voloxidation to remove tritiun

from the sheared fuel, continuous dissolving methods, and advanced

solvent extraction contactors.

2.5 Alternatives Eactored in the Generic Program

Jfost alternatives to the reference case have come about from

proliferation issues or from the development of advanced fuels.
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Fig. 3. Schematic generic flowsheet.
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Accordingly, we are now in the position of considering thorium-based

fuels and carbide fuels. Solvent extraction flowsheets have mutated

in the direction of coprocessing of U and Pu or to other methods to

ensure that product streams are not pure. Various issues are

becoming of increased importance in answer to policies that concern

very low permissible releases of radioactive materials, very low

permissible radiation levels at the plant periphery and to plant

operating personnel, stringent provisions against accidents within

the plant, stringent requirements for inventory control and accountability,

security against diversion of fissile material, security against overt

attack, and operation in a mode that is not conducive to the

proliferation of nuclear weapons in the world. 3?urther guidance is

expected to be forthcoming from the NASAP and INFCE studies.

2.6 Overall Schedule

The integrated equipment test facility (IET), a pilot-scale

nonradioactive test bed, is the near-term focus of the program. A

number of components — shear, voloxidizer, dissolver, etc. — tested as

individual units, will be assembled in an integrated system. Construction

of the facility is scheduled to begin this year with testing to begin

about two years later. It is expected that process steps will be added

on a sequential basis, providing a phased startup over a period of time.

The hot pilot plant is currently in conceptual design and plans are

to complete the concept in 1980.

The various laboratory and engineering-scale development efforts

are planned so as to key in to the schedules for the cold and hot



demonstrations. The Solvent Extraction Test Facility that incorporates

mast process steps on a very small scale is scheduled to startup this

year using irradiated LWR fuel specimens.

3. PROCESS R & D

I would now like ~o briefly describe sorae of the current program

activities, beginning «ith the small scale process research and

development studies listed in Fig. 4.

3.1 Solvent Extraction

Perhaps the major effort has to do with the Solvent Extraction Test

Facility. The well-established Purex solvent extraction system will be

applied to separation and decontamination of breeder core fuel, but

flowsheet adjustments for the high plutonium and fission products content

of feed prepared frcci such fuels must be defined and tested as a part

of the development effort. Solvent extraction flowsheet options will

be tested in 1979 using HSR irradiated fuel solutions to evaluate uranium

and plutonium recovery, coprocessing, process options, fission product

decontamination, and process bperability. Future testing of IMEBR-type

fuel and expanded-scale processing of Fast Flux Test Reactor (FFTF) fuel

will be evaluated.

3.2 Advanced Processes

An increasing erpbasis is being placed on coprocessing and on

carbide fuels. We are beginning studies to evaluate various options

including new processes and systems that show promise for achieving
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reprocessing objectives more efficiently. Principal efforts in 1979

will involve outlining coprocessing flowsheets for uranium-plutonium

systems and performing a state-of-the-art evaluation of carbide fuel

reprocessing.

3.3 Laboratory Development

Laboratory development work has been directed toward obtaining

data for process selection and optimization, evaluating process options,

and supporting design efforts. This task is divided into areas by

elements of chemical specialization and process unit, including:

Plutonium chemistry, solvent extraction and solvent recycle, fission

products, nitric acid recycle, nitrogen chemistry, chemical studies of

off-gas systems, secondary dissolvents, and thorium-uranium-plutonium

systems.

3.4 Hot-Cell Development

Using irradiated fuel or plutonium solutions, hot cell and alpha

facility activities are performed to confiim laboratory process

development, to establish operating parameters, and to evalua e process

options. The primary functions are to perform scouting and parametric

tests, to provide support for the operation of the Solvent Extraction

Test Eacility, and to establish process parameters for design efforts.

Emphasis in 1979 is on thorium, as well as on iiraniun-plutoruun fuels.

Exploratory tests are especially directed to determining solution

stability and precipitate formation, evaluating various methods for

feed clarification, and testing of fluoride conplexing agents.



We are also developing solvent extraction flowsheets using

irradiated fuel and cold plutonium solutions in mixer-settler banks.

The objectives are to define suitable flowsheet conditions in the

low decontamination or coprocessing modes to serve as a guide for the

processing of irradiated fuels in the Solvent Extraction Test facility,

to test new flowsheet options and alternate extractants, and to evaluate

potential process upsets.

3.5 Product Conversion

The final pitxiuct form for all fuel reprocessing is tentatively

identified as solid oxide. The development effort, which is currently

in the planning stage, is concerned with the selection, development, and

scale-up of processes and equipment for converting purified heavy-metal

mixed-nitrate solutions into solid oxide products. Laboratory development

of uraniun-plutoniun co-conversion techniques is being conducted.

4. ENGINEERING RESEARCH

The engineering research studies, listed in Fig. 5, represent the

first phase of the equipment development program and provide a basis

for further design and development of specific test components.

Emphasis is placed on the characterization of each unit process, using

fundamental experimental engineering techniques.

4.1 Voloxidation

The voloxidation process is a relatively new entry into the fuel

processing operation. It is being developed as a head-end method for
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Fig. 5. Engineering research.
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removing tritium from spent sheared uraniiro-plutonium fuels prior to

aqueous processing. This is accomplished by heating the fuel in air

to oxidize IJCU to U30g. The restructuring of the fuel allows tritium

to escape. A large fraction of other volatile fission products also

escapes to the off-gas. A secondary benefit is the oxidation of the

residual sodium that is present in the fuel. Voloxidation also provides

a potential for converting carbide fuels to the oxide form for

reprocessing compatibility.

In basic engineering studies, the voloxidation process development

employs a small rotary kiln, as shown in Fig. 6, and an engineGring-

scale rotary-kiln system, as shown in Fig. 7. The tritium released

into the off-gas by voloxidation is to be recovered on solid sorbents.

4.2 Solvent Extraction

Engineering development efforts include continued studies to

develop or evaluate mathematical models to simulate the solvent extraction

process. These models aid in identifying the equipment, instrumentation,

and control concepts necessary for acceptable flowsheet performance.

At the present time a fourth modification of the SEFHIS computer code

is being used for flowsheet modeling.

The most important effort in solvent extraction equipment development

is the continued development of an annular centrifugal contactor, as

shown in Fig. 8. This activity includes an analysis of remote operation

and maintenance features. Pulsed column improvement studies and tests

of the Hobatel contactor are also proceeding.
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Pig. 6. Experimental rotary-kiln voloxidizer.
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Fig. 7. One-half metric ton per day voloxidizer system.
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ANL Photo 308-78-30

Fig. 8. Annular centrifugal contactor, (courtesy of Argonne

National Laboratory)
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4,3 Off-Gas Processing

The function of the off-gas control system is to maintain

radioactivity levels in gaseous discharges from the hot pilot plant

at levels "as low as reasonably achievable." Subsystems are required

for the separation and retention of the large quantities of 1-131

attendant with brjeeder fuels, as well as Xe, Kr, H-3, C-14, 1-129, Ru,

and particulates from the several plant off-gas sources. The

development is aimed at reducing the discharge levels to several orders

of magnitude below present regulatory requirements and involves the

testing and evaluation of newly defined retention processes.

Several off-gas treatment processes are currently under development.

Shown in Fig. 9 is the selective absorption process, where freon is

used to absorb krypton and xenon from the off -gas. This work is now

stressing a single-column concept evaluation. The three operations of

absorption, fractionation, and stripping are incorporated into a single

unit, using an intermediate product take-off point. This is shown in

Pig. 10. Product concentration is accomplished by cold trapping and

desublimation.

The development of the Iodox process for iodine removal, shown in

Fig. 11, is almost completed. This process features scrubbing of the

off-gas with concentrated HNCL in a bubble-cap column, followed by

liquid phase evaporation to convert both elemental and organic iodine

forms to a solid pentavalent iodine waste form.

5. TECHNICAL SUPPORT

Various generic studies, which are not specific to functional

research and development areas but are important to the overall program,
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Fig. 9. Selective absorption process, (courtesy of Oak Ridge

Gaseous Diffusion Plant)
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Fig. 10. Single-coliain system for selective absorption,

fractionation, and stripping, (courtesy of Oak Ridge Gaseous

Diffusion Plant)
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Fig. 11. Iodox process.





are listed in Fig. 12 and include nuclear engineering, environmental,

safety, and safeguards studies. The basic instrumentation and controls

development is also included.

5.1 Nuclear Engineering

Nuclear engineering activities include critical array experiments

with fuel pins, and with mixed uranium-plutonium aqueous systems, to

provide benchmark data for computer code validation studies. Criticality

assessments and calculations for equipment design studies are also

included.

5.2 Instrumentation and Controls

Instrumentation and controls development activities include advanced

in-line process sensors, nondestructive assay methods for spent fuel and

waste materials, and the assesanent of methods to monitor equipment

operation by means of mechanical surveillance techniques.

The continued development of remotely maintainable in-line process

sensors will permit the use of new and improved process control techniques

and near continuous process operations. In-line analytical sensors will

be developed to provide essentially continuous data on in-cell process

flowing streams. In-line measurement of chemical and physical properties

will be ..ultimately combined to provide a basis for full characterization

of operating conditions, such as near real-time material balances. A

number of micro computerized process-operator interface units are under

test in conjunction with the equipment development program. The

integration of these units into an overall distributive process control

system will be a major future development effort.
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Fig. 12. Technical support.
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Nondestructive assay techniques are being developed for the

determination of the total fissile content of spent fuel subassanblies.

The proof-of-principle experiment completed in 1978 established that

the active neutron interrogation method (using isotopic sources) can

meet all program requirements for the assay of spent fuel subassemblies.

The method of assay must now be demonstrated using spent Pu-bearing

fuel subassemblies. The proof-of-principle experiment utilized cold

U fuel assemblies and simulated neutron and gamma backgrounds.

5.3 Safeguards Assessments

Because of the higher concentrations of fissile material present

in breeder fuels, special requirements for criticality control and

materials management throughout all the process systems are recognized.

The development effort currently in the planning stage will be concerned

primarily with the identification and testing of hardware and procedures

which make up the engineered safety and safeguards systems.

Safeguards studies also include design recomnendations to minimize

the possibility of material diversion; this is known as proliferation-

resistant engineering. The studies currently involve the development of

specifications for an engineered safeguards system to protect the

special nuclear materials processed in the pilot plant, the evaluation

and design activities to ensure that an integrated safeguards systems

is in effect and can be confirmed in the testing program, and the

evaluation of concepts to provide proliferation resistance.



6. ENGINEERING SYSTEMS

Hie Engineering Systens functional area includes the tasks, shown

in Fig. 13, associated with component development, systems development,

the integrated equipment test or cold pilot plant, the hot experimental

facility conceptual design, and various engineering analyses.

6.1 Component Development

The first of these, component development, represents a follow-up

to the small-scale equipment development effort and includes the design,

fabrication, and operation of pilot-plant-scale process equipment capable

of being both remotely operated and maintained.

In the proposed shearing system, engineering-scale components are

being studied, as shown in Fig. 14. Whole subasseirblies will be cropped

of end hardware, deshrouded, and sheared into one-inch segments to expose

the contained fuel for further processing. The system will also provide

the capability for packaging scrap subassembly hardware. Development

for this system is aimed at improvements to hydraulic shearing for the

handling of the unique breeder fuels. Of principal concern are the

multiplicity of small diameter pins, the heavy gauge shroud, the high

radiation and decay heat levels, the potential presence of sodium from

leaking fuel, and irradiation-embrittled cladding. The effort

concentrates on the key equipment components in the system; namely, the

fuel disassembly machine, fuel shear, scrap hardware compactor, and

material transfer devices. The entire system will be included in the

integrated systems test using unirradiated fuel.
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Fig. 13. Engineering systems.
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Fig. 14. luel shearing system currently undergoing

feature testing.





Breeder core mixed oxide fuels are not completely dissolved

in nitric acid and require a new approach to dissolution. The

heart of the new dissolution system is a rotary dissolver, as shown

in Rig. 15, which provides means for continuously dissolving the

bulk of the oxide fuel. This dissolver also separates a product

stream containing dissolved oxides, undissolved oxides,, and fission

product residues rfrom a solid waste stream of cladding segments or

hulls.

Rotary continuous dissolvers are preferred over conventional

batch methods "for reasons of continuous off-gas evolution, agitation of

the fuel to maximize dissolution rates, and criticality control. The

product solution will likely contain undissolved fuel particles, and

so a digester tank and a secondary dissolver are featured to provide

increased residence time.

The prototypic rotary dissolver is now being feature tested in

phases to involve hot nitric acid, depleted UgOg, and finally,

reliability, characterized by a sustained run at operating conditions.

6.2 Systems Development

Systems development is concerned with major components and

materials that are necessary in a hot pilot plant but are not well

defined in terms of process steps.

To, effect the stringent radioactive effluent controls, which will

probably be imposed on reprocessing operations, ingress and egress of

equipment in the process cells must be through controlled access locks.

This approach requires special maintenance techniques recognized to be

new"plant practice.
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Fig. 15. Prototype rotary dissolver.
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Remote maintenance tasks also involve the development of

selected remote manipulation and viewing equipment components for

cold system testing, and improvements to the remote handling systems

for the hot pilot plant. This includes development of in-cell cranes,

electromechanical and master slave manipulators, and other equipment.

A demonstration of maintenance techniques will be a part of the

Integrated Systems Test (IET). The proliferation-resistant engineering

concepts place further constraints on the maintenance system which lead

to additional development requirements.

6.3 Integrated Equipment Test

The IET is planned to provide the capability for process equipment

testing using unirradiated mock-up fuel. It involves modifications and

additions to existing facilities at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory

and provides for equipment and services to support the engineering

development activities. Two areas are being provided: a Remote Operating

and Maintenance Demonstration area, which will be used to develop and

demonstrate remote operational and remote maintenance features for

individual process units and an Integrated Process Demonstration area,

which will be used to demonstrate operation of equipment components as

an integrated process system using unirradiated feed. The development

and testing is to be conducted on an engineering scale. The scale

selected represents the next logical step from-bench-scale and is

approximately^1/10 of projected full-scale requirements. This cold

demonstration facility represents the near-term focal point for the

program. Construction will begin this year.



6.4 Hot Experimental Facility Conceptual Design

Ultimately, breeder fuel reprocessing will require engineering

scale testing, using fully-irradiated fuels discharged from test and

danonstration breeder reactors. The Hot Experimental Facility (HEF)

is planned for this purpose. An artists conception of this facility

is shown in Fig. 16.

The facility will comprise a complete irradiated fuel reprocessing

system and an associated shielded containment structure. Provision will

be made in the design of the facility for testing several alternative

processes and for demonstrating unique defensive measures. Support

capability for fuel receiving and storage, radioactive waste management,

equipment maintenance, and other operations support services will be

included to provide an essentially independent facility. The scale of

operations is planned to be the same as for the engineering tests

conducted in the IET program so that experience gained in equipment and

process tests with unirradiated fuel will be directly applicable to the

design of the HEF.

Conceptual design of the facility is now underway by a major

architect-engineering contractor and is planned for conpletion in 19S0.

7. CONCLUSION

I believe that the program overview presented above, although

brief and incomplete, shows that the United States does intend to

maintain an option for possible future reprocessing of breeder reactor

fuels. This program is organized specifically to address the special
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Fig. 16. Hot Experimental Facility (HEF) conceptual design.





technical problems associated with new fuel types, environmental

concerns, safety, safeguards, and proliferation resistance. The

existence of such a development program is not contrary to present

national policy and should not inply that reprocessing of conmercial

fuels is imninent; it should, however, provide reassurance that the

United States does intend to continue the development of a sound

technical data base and maintain a position of strength in the

nuclear conmmity.


